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As some New Yorkers complain IRENE wind warnings over-hyped Piers points out:- 

“Wind warnings for NY & East states somewhat overhyped because IRENE Eye 
tracked further East - in line with WeatherAction ‘ EndGame’ forecasts. 

“Use of our forecasts could help authorities respond better”   

•••• Floods and tornadoes now main dangers 

•••• Will US Authorities use the best available 
forecasts to reduce disruption and save lives? 
New York Mayor Michael Bloomberg and others might be forgiven for what has been 
described as over-reaction to IRENE – which was one hell of a storm for many but not 
as bad as billed for most New Yorkers – because he has to follow official advice.  

The key problem was that official forecasts for Irene had it tracking slightly to the West 
of New York City (see below left and note earlier official projections were even further 
West – see eg in WANews12 http://bit.ly/puvNX3 ) which could give extremely strong 
onshore winds; whereas Piers Corbyn of WeatherAction.com consistently stated in his 
‘Irene EndGame’ (IEG) comments that the storm centre would track relatively a bit 
further East; which it did. See satellite pic below where there is some eye 
disorganization as it makes landfall but the quasi centre(s) are east of the original 
official track and heading into Long Island and the main New York winds were 
offshore rather than onshore and weaker.  
 

 
 

Floods & Tornadoes  
There have been some tornadoes and tornado warnings with 
Irene. Subscribers to WeatherAction’s 30day Extreme events 
Rest of World forecasts (for RTQ - Red warnings, Tornado/thunder & earthQuake risk) 
expected them (Aug extract here).   Similarly the USA Earthquakes just preceding the Aug 
24-28 period were consistent with the extra Quake-Volcano, QV, period ~24-28 predicted. 
 

We are offering WeatherAction Long Range Storm forecasts to US 
Authorities http://bit.ly/nFJaV1  to help emergency services and save lives. 
Some blogs suggest US authorities hype-up all extreme weather attempting to justify their 
silly claim that so-called CO2-global-warming-causes-extreme-events http://bit.ly/qN83dE  
If they ignore our offer to help reduce suffering and save lives this will be why. 
 
 

Irene Facts 
• Irene formed & developed as 
defined by date region & track 
in Piers Corbyn’s Weather 
Action whole Season Atlantic 
Storms forecast detail issued 7 
weeks ahead - WANews12 
http://bit.ly/puvNX3  

• Then IRENE track shifted 
right (to east) and powered up, 
compared with standard 
forecasts one day ahead, as 
warned in Piers Corbyn’s ‘End 
Game’ forecasts - IEG1 & 
IEG2 http://bit.ly/qv2YJk   

• IRENE consistently tracked 
somewhat east of Official 
projections in line with Piers 
Corbyn’s ‘EndGame’ 
forecasts thereby reducing 
onshore winds in East states. 


